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NEW QUESTION: 1
The point-to-point call rate is 2M. If the bandwidth is not reserved, before sending the dual
stream, the main view The bandwidth of the frequency is close to 2M. After sending the dual
stream, the main video bandwidth is reduced, and part of the bandwidth is shared.
Give a double stream. ()
A. FALSE
B. TRUE
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
_________assess the overall effect of the program and are typically conducted on a periodic or
as needed basis, in contrast to performance measurement, which is performed on an ongoing
basis.
A. Evaluate employees
B. Evaluate performance
C. Program evaluations
D. Performance evaluation
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3

A. Option C
B. Option B
C. Option D
D. Option A
Answer: D
Explanation:
The IBM Power Systems Solution Edition for Cloud helps speed up and simplifies the
deployment of a cloud with OpenStack based cloud management software delivered on a
pre-built and pre-installed Power Systems enterprise platform. The Solution Edition is easy to
order, includes configurable hardware choices to address customer needs and preferences,
and ensures successful deployment with optional IBM Lab Services implementation. Building
on IBM [email&#160;protected] virtualization and IBM PowerVC management, the Solution
Edition for Cloud provides cloud capabilities based on a flexible and extensible OpenStack
platform with fast and automated installation, an intuitive and easy to use interface,
automated deployment, image management, workload metering, and the self-service features
of cloud.
Reference: http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/power/hardware/solutioneditions/cloud/

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following is a process of adding labor to a project to reduce the project duration?
A. Forming
B. Crashing
C. Rolling wave planning
D. Storming
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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